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I really think people have a very short-sighted view of the city and its key role in

decades to come for the economy of ■■. Every so often, people have a handful of

misconceptions about the city's future because they lack of basics in strategy ■

Most Western countries are already starting to reconsider whether Hong Kong will remain a viable trading centre.

When the entire world stops trading with HK, how will HK be the financial center of the world?

I doubt tourism would be any better in the next few years either lol

— Isaac Cheung | \U0001f1ed\U0001f1f0 | (@SoAlive0513) February 15, 2021

https://t.co/6wuRzXGkYZ The West propaganda seems to make people think we are cracking down on ■■ people because

we no longer need them and we will inevitably suppress their rights. Every now and then, I talk with people in ■■ who think

the Great Firewall will extend to ■■

■■-led liberal order is very strong to come across ■■ people and make them believe what they want. Brainwashed people

don't think rationally and fall for the lies and propaganda. This guy is one among so many others I met in ■■ who told me

the same thing, that the city is doomed

They couldn't be more ignorant ! Unfortunately they will end up leaving the city and missing out on incredible opportunities...

But they don't know that nothing will eventually change after 2047 ? ■Let me explain you why https://t.co/w7rVMtCerr

I bet even after 2047 ■■ will still enjoy a high degree of autonomy and freedoms that its mainland counterpart can’t enjoy :

an independent legal and financial system, English as one of the official language, an access to the West internet, its

traditional medias, etc.

Journalists and pundits will just have to be cautious with calling to sedition or independence or supporting violent riots, etc.

But there won't be a huge shift.

Let's start with the present situation. ■■ has the second largest capital markets in the ■ and will eventually vie for having

the world's financial centre and the global reserve currency. Its market will continue growing and luring overseas investors
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because■■government bonds already offer far better yields than developed countries, that's why many analysts expect

international investors to continue ratcheting up their allocations to China in the coming years. Some people may think

Shanghai will eventually outshine its rival

given its overall market cap is bigger, but once again it is a big mistake. The average daily turnover of HKSE in January

2021 was $245.7 billion surpassing that of Tokyo Stock Exchange. For much of the decade it has also been the world's

largest IPO market.

■■ economic growth nourishes a lot of big companies to list in ■■. I don’t think this trend will change. This year■■ has also

been the largest FDI (foreign direct investment) recipient in the ■ and over 60% FDI into and out of China continued to be

channeled through ■■

https://t.co/Fg3jIhkJAG According to Mr Joseph Yam, Former Chief Executive of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, what

makes a good financial center is just a place where people who have money can meet people who need it

Then all those brainwashed teenage thugs who throw Molotov cocktails on police are self-deluding. ■■ as it is right now will

not shift an inch!! Overseas investors like it as it is: English as official language, free economic environment, separate

judicial and financial system

There's no best place in the ■ to make people who have money to meet those who need it. Recent events back me up

despite the implementation of the National Security Law. Another powerful incentive ■■ has is this is the 7th country by

foreign exchange reserves in the ■!!

In addition, together with ■■, ■■rank very high among the creditor countries ! ■■■■lend more than 2.8 trillions$ in net

international investment positions (NIIP) !!! While the ■■is simply the largest debtor country of the ■with more than -12

trillions $

The hitherto situation of ■■ is already bright, but ■■ has even more bigger expectations in the future for ■■ as a key place

of the Greater Bay Area (GBA) !

Why will ■■ be even more important than it is today ? Retrospectively why ■■ can't survive without ■■ ? I'll answer those

questions in another thread to come ■
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